Abstract. This paper defines a new restoration strategy for provisioning bandwidth guaranteed recovery for multicast connections in presence of link failures. The new restoration strategy is formulated into a new Integer Linear Programming (ILP) algorithm and is compared with other existing restoration strategies. We also present a new heuristic algorithm based on this new restoration strategy. Results show that our heuristic algorithm performs competitively close to the ILP-based algorithm, and is more bandwidth efficient than other existing heuristic algorithms that are based on different restoration strategies.
Introduction
Networks are fast becoming the central medium for delivering rich multimedia contents to the clients that have the need and willingness to pay for the contents. With the trend of wide-spread broadband network access, content providers [1, 2] are already starting to deliver network-based multimedia service to the end users. There is also a emerging trend for content providers to use terrestrial networks as complement to the traditional satellite networks [3] for delivering contents to sites that their satellites cannot reach. There is a potential of using multicast solutions in terrestrial network in place of satellite network in the middle and long term due to the following factors: First, long disruptions to service due to bad weather are eliminated. Second, optical backbone bandwidth is growing at a much faster pace than satellite networks. Third, the accessibility and reachability of terrestrial networks are growing at a tremendous pace. We believe that these factors will be the main driving force for supporting multicast in backbone networks. However, existing work based on best effort routing [4, 5] and overlays [6, 7] will not be able to satisfy the stringent requirements of content service providers such as bandwidth guarantees, minimal disruption time, and ability to scale to large number of multicast connections. There is a need for traffic engineering capability that can satisfy these requirements.
The focus of our work is on the intra-domain multicast connections where the source node and the destination nodes reside in the same network domain. Each domain's source node can be considered as a Point-of-Presence (PoP) for the content provider. Contents are delivered to the PoP for distribution within the domain. Inter-domain solutions for connecting the PoPs are outside the scope of this paper. We assume that the underlying network architecture is connection-oriented, such as MPLS [8] or GMPLS [9] , which supports Point-toMulti-Point (P2MP) [10] label switching delivering capability. This is required to allow the restoration strategy more control over the routing of the traffic in order to better utilize the links in the network. Another assumption is that only bandwidth recovery guarantees for single failures are considered because single failures are the most common type of network failures [11] . However, due to the space limitations, only single link failures are investigated in this paper. This paper proposes a new restoration strategy for provisioning bandwidth guaranteed recovery for multicast connections over mesh-based backbone networks. This restoration strategy is based on pre-computing the routes to take during failure and pre-allocate the resources required for the traffic during failure. This form of pre-planning allows bandwidth guaranteed recovery and also lowers the disruption time of the multicast connection.
We use the online pre-planning technique [12] where each connection request is pre-planned on-demand. That is, as the request is made to the network, it is pre-planned based on the current resource state of the network and does not need prior knowledge of other requests that have not been admitted into the network. This better suits on-demand multicast applications. We derived a new Integer Linear Programming (ILP) formulation based on this new restoration strategy and compare the results with ILP formulations for other existing restoration strategies. The results show that our restoration strategy requires significantly less bandwidth than the other strategies and has higher number of accepted connection requests. We also propose a new heuristic algorithm based on the new restoration strategy, and the results show that the heuristic algorithm performs competitively close to the ILP-based algorithm. Our heuristic algorithm is compared with other existing heuristic algorithms that use different restoration strategies, results show that our heuristic algorithm is more bandwidth efficient.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. The related work is discussed in section 2 and then the new restoration strategy is presented in section 3. The experimental setup is described in section 4. The results for comparing between the different restoration strategies are presented and analyzed in section 5. In section 6, a new heuristic algorithm is introduced and the performance is evaluated in section 7. This paper concludes in section 8.
Related Work
Compared to unicast works, guaranteed bandwidth restoration strategies for multicast are limited. Most literatures focus on connectivity issues or probabilistic approaches. This section discusses the related algorithms.
Medard et al [13] propose an algorithm to compute service tree and a backup tree that is link (or node) redundant. Link redundant means that for a single link failure, all the nodes in the tree are still connected to at least one of the tree from the source. Thus this is a stronger requirement than required by a multicast tree which requires only the leaf nodes by protected.
Kodialam et al. [12] propose an approximation algorithm based on the line restoration strategy. Line restoration refers to the use of backup path segments that re-route the multicast traffic around the failed components and then back onto the multicast tree. For bandwidth efficiency, backup bandwidth can be shared between backup path segments. In this paper, we compare the performance differences between line restoration strategy and our tree restoration strategy using simulation experiments.
Singhal et al. [14] propose several new multicast restoration strategies using online planning. The best performing restoration strategy from their work is called Optimal Path-Pair (OPP). OPP uses disjoint path pairs between the source and each destination. Their results showed that OPP performs significantly better than link redundant trees [13] . However, their algorithm does not share backup bandwidth between backup trees that protect different service trees. This paper compares OPP to our proposed tree restoration strategy.
New Restoration Strategy
We propose a new restoration strategy based on the online pre-planning technique [12] where each connection request is pre-planned on-demand. Thus planning is made one request at a time and the objective of the restoration strategy is to minimize the bandwidth requirement for provisioning bandwidth guaranteed recovery for this requested multicast connection. The problem of finding the least cost multicast tree is a well-known NP-Hard problem (Steiner Tree), therefore, we separate the computation of the service multicast tree from the computation of the backup multicast tree. A service tree is used for delivering traffic during normal operation of the network while the backup tree is used to deliver traffic during network failures. For the service tree computation, we use an existing Integer Linear Programming (ILP) formulation [15] that calculates the optimal least cost multicast tree. Given a service tree, we propose a new restoration strategy that protects the service tree from single link failures.
Assuming single link failures, it is possible to define a set of failure scenarios with each scenario covering a different link failure. Each failure scenarios are considered to be independent of each other, as they are not expected to occur simultaneously. Given a service tree, we can identify the subset of failure scenarios that affects the service tree. For each of these failure scenarios, we can calculate a new multicast tree that is used to deliver traffic during this failure. Thus there are multiple backup trees protecting one service tree and the backup tree used during a failure depends on the state of the network (the failure). During a failure, the traffic is switched from the service tree to the appropriate backup tree. Thus the objective is to find the set of backup trees that protect the given service tree, and also to minimize the backup bandwidth required. To minimize the backup bandwidth requirement of the network, we use two techniques: Backup bandwidth sharing between backup trees belong in different failure scenarios, and Path Intermix [16] that allows the backup tree to reuse the bandwidth belonging to the service tree.
Suppose each link in the network reserves bandwidth used during normal operations (service bandwidth) and bandwidth used during failures (backup bandwidth). Establishing a service tree involves allocating more service bandwidth on the links used by the tree, and establishing a backup tree involves allocating more backup bandwidth. All service trees affected by a failure scenario are required to have a corresponding backup tree that protects the service tree from the failure. The total bandwidth required by the backup trees on link (i, j) (connecting from node i to node j) in failure scenario s is denoted by C s ij . Since failure scenarios are independent of each other thus the backup trees in different failure scenarios are not expected to be used at the same time. This allows the backup bandwidth between failure scenarios to overlap (share), hence we deduced the following relationship:
Where F S denotes the set of failure scenarios and C ij is the total backup bandwidth allocated on link (i, j). Further, during a failure, the service bandwidth allocated to the service tree is idle since the traffic is switched to the backup tree. Thus there is an opportunity for the backup tree to reuse the service tree's bandwidth. The concept of using different type of bandwidth on different links in a backup tree is called Path Intermix [16] . It is likely that a link failure only affects only a small portion of the service tree, that is, only a subset of the destination nodes are affected. The sub-tree that connects the source to the unaffected destinations is used as the skeleton that forms the basis of the backup tree. The skeleton structure reuses the service bandwidth. To complete the backup tree, the skeleton tree is connected back to the affected destinations. We call this the Skeleton-Tree restoration strategy. We formulate this restoration strategy into a new ILP problem that, given a service tree, finds the set of backup trees that protect the service tree with minimum additional backup bandwidth requirement to the network. The notations used is given in Table 1 The Skeleton-Tree Restoration ILP Formulation is described below. The objective is to find the minimum additional backup bandwidth required for the set of backup trees. The variable z ij denotes the additional backup bandwidth required on link (i, j).
The link capacity constraints and the non-zero additional backup bandwidth constraints are defined in equation 11.For each failure, we find a multicast backup tree that connects to all the destinations. To create a multicast tree, we first establish a path between the source and each of the destinations affected in the failure scenario. Equations 2, 3, and 4 are for flow conservation to establish the paths. The variable x sd ij determines whether link (i, j) is used on the path to destination d for backup tree in failure scenario s. Variable y s ij determines whether link (i, j) is used on the backup tree in failure scenario s. Equation 7 forces the backup tree to include the links used in the individual paths. Equations 5 and 6 enforce the tree constraint where there can only be one incoming links used for each node while for the source node, no incoming links are used. These equations are necessary to prevent loops cause by links that can be used with zero cost. Skeleton-Tree Restoration forces the unaffected part of the service tree to be reused. Equations 8 and 9 enforces this requirement. The cost for using link (i, j) in failure scenario s is defined by τ s ij .
The first case is when the link can be used with zero cost because of pathintermixed or there is enough backup bandwidth for sharing. The second case occurs when there is not enough backup bandwidth on cover the all of the requested bandwidth. Thus the link cost is the additional bandwidth that needs to be allocated to cover the whole request. The final case occurs if the link being considered is down or there is not enough available bandwidth on this link to satisfy the request.
Backup trees for different failure scenarios can share backup bandwidth with each other thus equation 10 allows the backup bandwidth to overlap. The additional backup bandwidth required on each link is thus the maximum of the additional backup bandwidth required by the backup trees being calculated.
Experimental Setup
For the simulations, two network topologies are used and are shown in Figures 1  and 2 . Network1 and Network2 [17] are networks taken from practical topologies. Without loss of generality in all networks, all links are bi-directional and the link weights are set to 1. For all experiments, the results are collected from the average of results from 10 different request sets. Each request set has a 1000 multicast connection setup requests. Requests are randomly generated and have uniform bandwidth demand of one unit each. The number of destinations per request is uniform within a request set. The number of destinations is varied across simulation runs. The number of destinations will vary from 2 to 8 in increment steps of 2. When the number of destinations reaches 10 or more, the simulation run-time for each request set goes for over 48 hours for the Skeleton-Tree ILP algorithm. Thus we limit the number of destinations to 8. The ILP formulations in the experiments are solved using CPLEX 8.1 and the heuristics algorithms are implemented using C++. The experiments are executed on a PIII 1Ghz Linux Server with 1GB of RAM.
There are two types of experiments, unlimited link capacity scenario, and limited link capacity scenario. Unlimited capacity experiments are used to show the bandwidth efficiency of the algorithms. This is important when the multicast connections share the network with other traffic. Limited capacity experiments show how much requests can be admitted in the network given limited resources allocated for provisioning multicast connections. For the limited link capacity scenario all the links in the network will have the same capacity for simplicity. The number of destinations is fixed to 6 in the limited capacity experiments. The link capacity for each network topology is different due to the size and density of the network. Network1's link capacity varies from 0 to 450 units with incremental steps of 50 units. Network2's The link capacity varies from 0 to 250 units with incremental steps of 50 units.
Two metrics are used for analysis of results: Total bandwidth, and Number of Requests Accepted. Total bandwidth refers to the sum of the bandwidth required by all the service tree and all the backup paths/trees. Number of Requests Accepted is the number of requests that can be admitted into the network within the resource constraints. A request is blocked if the algorithm cannot find a feasible service tree or the set of feasible backup paths/trees required.
Simulation Results Part I
The first set of simulation results compare between three solutions: Optimal Path-Pair [14] , Line Restoration [15] , and Skeleton-Tree Restoration. Figures 3-4 show the total bandwidth requirements from the unlimited capacity experiments. Simulations for Skeleton-Tree Restoration only go up to multicast group size of 8 for Network1 and Network2. Going beyond group size of 8 increases the computation time exponentially. Results show that Skeleton-Tree Restoration has the lowest total bandwidth requirement, and is up to 10% less than Line Restoration in Network1 and 6% less in Network2. Note that Skeleton-Tree Restoration uses the same algorithm to compute the service tree as Line Restoration, thus the difference between the two solutions is the restoration strategy used. Compared with Skeleton-Tree Restoration, Line Restoration uses up to 26% more backup bandwidth in Network1 and 21% more in Network2. Thus Skeleton-Tree Restoration is a more bandwidth efficient strategy as compared with Line Restoration.
Line Restoration retains multicast efficiency by restoring the service tree and maximize reuses of the service bandwidth, however, it does not give the restoration algorithm enough freedom to spread out the backup bandwidth. The line segment will always be restricted to be near the link failure. Skeleton-Tree Restoration gives the algorithm complete freedom to choose the way the affected destinations join back the skeleton tree. Comparing Skeleton-Tree Restoration with Optimal Path-Pair, Skeleton Restoration uses up to 31% less total bandwidth in Network1 and 40% less in Network2. The difference is from the more efficient service tree algorithm used in Skeleton-Tree Restoration and also the efficiency gained from backup bandwidth sharing between backup trees. Figure 5 -6 show the number of requests accepted from the limited capacity experiments. Results show that Skeleton-Tree Restoration and Line Restoration perform within 1% of each other in Network1. In Network2, Skeleton-Tree Restoration accepts up to 4% more requests than Line Restoration. The reason why these two algorithms perform so close to each other is because the main factor contributing to the blockings is the service tree algorithm. That is, nearly all the blockings is from failing to find a feasible service tree. Although the backup bandwidth is minimized by the strategies, the service tree algorithm will eventually utilize the resources of the links in the congested areas (hot-spots). Thus the links on the hot-spots will always be fully utilized under all the algorithms. Note that finding a feasible service multicast tree is much harder than a unicast service path as the number of links required to set up a multicast tree is significantly higher (need to connect to 6 destinations in the simulations). Thus multicast service tree algorithm is observed to impose a higher impact on blockings than the backup restoration strategies because the service bandwidth contributes to most of the total bandwidth requirement. Comparing Skeleton-Tree Restoration with Optimal Path-Pair, Skeleton-Tree Restoration has up to 45% more accepted requests in Network1 and 103% more in Network2. The bandwidth efficiency of Skeleton-Tree Restoration allows substantially more requests to be accepted.
Heuristic Restoration Algorithm
Integer Linear Programming based algorithms are computationally expensive and are known to have exponential worst case times. The Skeleton-Tree ILP algorithm can take hours to compute for each set of 1000 requests with multicast group size of 8, and can go beyond 48 hours for group sizes of 10 and over. This is definitely not desirable for online-based solutions that require ondemand response time. Therefore, we propose an approximation algorithm for the Skeleton-Tree ILP algorithm. This algorithm is called Approximate Multicast Restoration Algorithm (AMRA) described in Algorithm 1. The same notation is used as shown in Table 1 , however, we use l to represent a link rather than (i, j). The input to the algorithm is the network resource state G(V, E), the list of failure scenarios F S, and the service tree t. The expected output of the algorithm is the set of backup trees BT , and the updated network resource state. First, we find the list of failure scenarios that affect the service tree F S t . For each of the failure scenarios, we remove the failed links (E s ) and then we calculate a backup tree that restores traffic to all destinations. The logic is to first form the skeleton of the backup tree from the unaffected portion of the service tree (the links that are used to connect the source to the unaffected destinations). We then find the list of affected destinations D s . The special case of the skeleton tree is when all the destinations are affected thus the skeleton tree only includes the source node. We then go through each affected destination sequentially and find the least cost path that connects the skeleton tree back to the destination node. This path is then added to the skeleton tree and the links used in the path will now have infinite cost (prevent loops). This process continues until all the destinations are connected to the skeleton tree. This skeleton tree then becomes the new backup tree. The algorithm ends when we find the set of backup trees that protect the service tree from all failure scenarios. To find the shortest path from the skeleton-tree to a destination, we use the algorithm described in Algorithm 2. This is essentially just a loop that goes through all the nodes in the skeleton tree (V t ) and finds the shortest path from the nodes to the destination. The shortest path with the least cost is returned. The cost for using link l during failure s is given by τ s l :
Data
The first case is for preventing the links (l ∈ E skeleton ) already on the skeleton tree from being re-used. This stops loops formation. The second case is for links that belong to the service tree that can be used for path intermix. These links must not be part of the current skeleton tree and is not one of the failed links. Path intermix allows these links to be used without additional cost. The third case is when there is enough backup bandwidth to cover the request in addition to what has already been used by this failure scenario. The fourth case is where the backup bandwidth can only cover part of the requested bandwidth. Thus the cost for using this link will be the additional backup bandwidth needed to cover the rest of the requested bandwidth. The final case is when sufficient bandwidth is not available on the link to cover the additional bandwidth requirement.
The time-complexity of AMRA is
Simulation Results Part II
ARMA approximates the Skeleton-Tree ILP Restoration algorithm but does not compute the service tree. We use an existing approximation algorithm (Nearest Neighbor First) [12] for calculating the service tree. Both algorithms are polynomial-time thus the combination is a polynomial-time solution.
Simulations in this section compare our proposed heuristic algorithm with the ILP based algorithm and another existing heuristic algorithm: Skeleton-Tree Restoration ILP, AMRA, and Line Restoration Approximation (LRA) [12] . The first set of simulations is for unlimited link capacity networks with varying multicast group sizes. The total bandwidth requirement results are presented in Figures 7-8 . Compared with Skeleton-Tree Restoration, AMRA requires up to 4% more bandwidth in Network1 and 10% more in Network2. The difference between the two solutions is mainly from the higher service bandwidth requirement. This is because Skeleton-Tree Restoration uses an ILP algorithm that finds the optimal least cost service tree whereas AMRA uses an approximation algorithm only. Comparing with the other heuristic solution, LRA requires up to 15% more bandwidth than AMRA in Network1 and 14% more in Network2. Since AMRA and LRA use the same service tree algorithm, the results show the backup bandwidth efficiency of the skeleton-tree restoration strategy as compared to line restoration strategy. The second set of simulations is for limited capacity experiments where the multicast group size is fixed to 6 destinations while the link capacity varies. The results are shown in Figures 9-10 . The results show that the three solutions perform very similarly in terms of the acceptance rate. AMRA performs about the same as Skeleton-Tree Restoration for Network1 (within 1%). For Network2, the acceptance rate for AMRA reaches within 9% of Skeleton-Tree Restoration. Compared with LRA, AMRA has up to 4% higher acceptance rate in Network1 and up to 5% higher in Network2. The main cause (nearly all) of request blocks for the algorithms is from failing to find a feasible service tree. Skeleton-Tree Restoration uses an ILP algorithm that will always find a feasible service tree if one exists. Thus they have slightly more acceptance rate than the heuristic algorithms, but the hot-spots cause all the solutions to block most requests at network saturation point.
Conclusion
In this paper, we proposed a full ILP-based solutions (Skeleton-Tree Restoration) and a complete heuristics solution (AMRA) based on a new restoration strategy. Simulation results show that using any of these solutions will improve bandwidth efficiency substantially over other existing solutions (Optimal PathPair and LRA). Bandwidth efficiency for AMRA is within 10% of the full ILPbased solution and the request acceptance rate is within 12%. The heuristics solution has polynomial-time complexity and is more scalable to larger networks and multicast group sizes than the ILP-based solution.
